AN ACT TO CONFIRM NEW MEMBERS

GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION,

WHEREAS Assembly Operations has nominated the following individuals for the position of Assembly Member for their respective seats;

WHEREAS all nominated individuals are eligible;

WHEREAS these nominees demonstrate the necessary leadership and drive to represent and engage the students in their constituency;

NOTING THAT to fill vacant seat a confirmation vote of two-thirds (2/3) majority vote of those present and voting is necessary;

BE IT RESOLVED Tara Salehpour is confirmed as an Assembly Member for the College of Health Solutions;

BE IT RESOLVED Sultan Kilinc is confirmed as an Assembly Member for the Mary Lou Fulton Teachers College;

BE IT RESOLVED Christian Sandoval is confirmed as an Assembly Member for the Mary Lou Fulton Teachers College;

BE IT RESOLVED Evelyn Baca is confirmed as an Assembly Member for the Mary Lou Fulton Teachers College;

BE IT RESOLVED Chun Tao is confirmed as an Assembly Member for the College of Letters and Sciences;

BE IT RESOLVED Marynia Kolak is confirmed as an At-Large Assembly Member.